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1. Introduction. Let the Weyl fractional integral, defined by

(1.1) Waf = —- f   it - x)^%t)dt,       a>0,0<x<cc,
Via) J a

be extended so that fit) is defined on (— », ») and — oo <x< ».

Then it effects a number of continuous mappings [4, Theorem 1 (a);

cf. (e), 2(b)], for instance, if p > 1, 1/r = 1/p — a > 0 and

fit)ELp i = Lp (— oo, oo)), a mapping of Lp on Lr; so does the frac-

tional integral

(1.2) [WZf]ix) - -£- f\x - t)°-Vit)dt = [Wa{fi-t)}]i-x).
T(a) J _oo

Also Waf satisfies a number of functional equations, some of which do

not hold for the familiar integral (0 <x < oo).

If/Gi1 and «<1, the forming of the inverse IF"1 of Wa is almost

trivial; it is not, however, if fEL" (p>l), owing to the divergence of

some integrals. To deal with this problem, the operators

(1.3) H.f = d>ia) f fit)dt, Kaf = Ha) f   \t-x \^fit)dl
J _„        t  —  X J _w

are needed, where 0(a) = (2r(a)sin \ira)~l. They were introduced by

Okikiolu [5], [6], Haf being considered as a modification of the

Hilbert transforms !g>f. We prove

Theorem 1. Let p>l, 0<a<l/p, l/r = l/p-a, fELp, Waf

= G(x), Haf=gix), Kaf=yix), then (a) theinverses W~1G, H~1g, K~Yy

exist, (b) their domains are dense everywhere in Lr, but are not closed,

(c) the operations WZ1, H^1 and A'"1 are not continuous.

In §3 we will deduce three inversion formulas for Wa, and in §5

the combination of any two of the operators IF*, Ha, Ka, i£> will be

discussed, where

1 /•»   fit)
(1.4) §/ = — P.V. j      ^— dt,        P.V. = principal value.

7T J _„    t —  X
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Throughout this paper let Kp<<*>, 0<a<l/p, l/r = l/p—a.

When the two limits of an integral are — oo , oo they are omitted.

2. On Theorem 1. The proof is based on the formulae

(i)      I--(| t\-a -  | / - l\-")dt = - 2irtan— n(£),

(2-1) '""*       ,   , ,
/,         .     /\t\l~a      M-1 1_QA t«

\l-^-\-t-1Trf-)^ = 2.cotTn(Q,

where it(£) = 1 in (0, 1), =0 otherwise, and on the Parseval equations

[4],   [6]

(i) j  k(t)Ha/dt= - j /(t)Hakdt,

(2.2)

(ii) fk(t)Kafdt = j f(t)Kakdt,

where / £!', * £ P (1/s = 1 - 1/r), therefore [Haf](x) and

[A„/](x)EAr, [Hak](x) and [Kak](x)EL'', as l/s-a = l-l/r-a

= 1 — (1/p —a) —a = 1/p'. Both equations are deduced from a contour

integral of the function

(2.3) F(Z) = (Z - £)°-1{Z-<" - (Z - 1)-"}        (Z = * + «>)

in §4. Using (1.3) and the substitutions t — r/y, % = x/y (— oo <y< oo ,

but y^O), we conclude from (2.1) that

(i) [Ha(\t\-°- \t-y\-°)](x)

= — It (x/y)ir sign v(T(a) cos ^ira)-1,

(ii)      IM—-^TZ-T
= n(x/y)x sign y cot Jira(r(a) sin | ira)-1,

taking particular care when y<0. Suppose (2.1) to be true. Given

that Haf=0 or Kaf=0, take k(t) = \t\~a- \ t-y\~a or \t\1~°/t

— | t — y| l~a/(t—y), respectively, in (2.2). In both cases it follows by

(2.4) that, for every real y, /%f(t)dt = 0. Hence f(t)=0 p.p., therefore

both HZ1 and K~x exist.

By (2.1) and the linearity of Ha and Ka, every step-function be-

longs to their ranges which are, therefore, dense everywhere in Lr. If

they were closed, each would be LT, therefore the spaces Lp and L'

would be linearly homeomorphic, though r>p, a paradox. The same

contradiction would follow if Haf or Kaf were continuous [l].
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To complete the proof with respect to Wa we use the equation (see

[4, (4.3)])

(2.5) Wafi = HJji sin Wa - &fi cos Wa) = Haf,

where

/ = /i sin \tol - £>/i cos \ica = Tfi,
(2.6)

T-1/ = / sin \ira + §/ cos Wa = /i.

Clearly 7/i is an endomorphism of Lv. Since Wafi = Haf, Wa has the

properties (a), (b), (c) also.

3. The inversion formulae. Taking kit) = |<|_"— \t — y\~a or

|*| x-a/t — \t— y\ x~a/it—y) in (2.2) and using (2.4) (i) or (ii), respec-

tively, Haf or Kaf = g, we have

/«»                             1
mdt = ̂ 71-T^^

o                  2F(1 — a) sin j?ra

■ j"(|/|--  |*-y|-)g(0* W=«)

(3-D .    1
/'»                       sin Wafit)dt =-

o                  2r(l -a)cos2±wa

C / I '11~"      \t - y 11_" \
■j(-t—-rj-yt)dt «-"■

These inverses were, in a slightly different form, obtained by Okiki-

olu. In his proof [6] he used two further operators and a number of

Fourier transforms. Now we will deal with the inverse of Wa. A for-

mula for Ka is needed which is analogous to (2.5);

(3.2) 1F„/ = tan \icaKaif cos Wa + §/ sin Wa).

Clearly the transformation Uf=f cos §7ra + §/ sin \ira =/i maps Lp

onto itself, with

(3.3) / = U~xfi = /i cos Wa — §/i sin Wa.

Since (cf. [4, (1.4)])

(3.4) (2 sin Wa)Ha = Wa - W~,       (2 sin Wa)Ka = Wa + W~,

Ka= —Ha+Wa/sin lira, and (3.2) follows by (2.5). Thus we gain

Theorem 1(d). If fELp and Waf=g, there are the three inversion

formulae
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/l fi(t)dt =-
o                   2r(l - a) sin £xa

.J(|/|--  |/-x|-«)g(/)^,

f = fi sin lira + |j/i cos J^a.

/' *                          sin hira
f2(t)dt =-——

t                 2r(l - a) cos2 \*a

/ = cot 57ra(/j cos §7ra — §/j sin ^ira),

(C)   Jo'^m^

• {f't-gWdt+fit- -(t- *)-)«(0*|
(x > 0),

1

~ r(i - a)

■{-/ (t - x)-"g(t)dt

+ f V° - (< - *)-)««)*}    (* < o).
The equations (A) and (B) follow from (3.1) by (2.6) and (3.3), respec-

tively. Since Waf=g, we have Hafi = Kaf2 = g in consequence of (2.5)

and (3.4), with

fi = f sin §a7r — §/ cos §a7r,    f2 = tan \cnc(j cos §«7r + ^3/ sin 5a7r).

To obtain (C), we apply (3.1)(i) to/i and (ii) to/2 and form the inte-

gral of the expression/i sin2 \tm+]2 cos \<x2ir over (0, y); by (3.5) it

is equal to that of/sin §a7r. Thus we arrive at the equation

/-»                      1
/(l)dt =-

o                2r(l-a)

-/(l«b + ̂ -l«-,h-^><,
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which reduces to (C), the result required; clearly the first part of (C)

is also the inverse in the familiar case fit) ELpiO, <*>),x>0.

4. On the equations (2.1). We start with the case 0<£<1 of

(2.1)(i).Letz = *+iT,r>0andsmall, F(z) = (z-^)a-l{z-«-(z-l)-«}

(cf. (2.3)), real valued for large real z, and let CT be the contour con-

sisting of the four semicircles \z\ =l/r, =r, |z —£| =r, |z —l|=r,

with r ggO, and segments of the real axis. Then Fiz) is analytic inside

and on Cr; on the segments of the real axis which form part of C„ i.e.,

on ( —1/r, — r), ir, £—r), ($+r, 1—r), (1+r, 1/r), it is equal, respec-

tively, to the product of |/— £| "/it—£) and

| t\~" — (1 — t)-", eiTa{t-a — e-,,r<"(l — t)-"}

= eirat-<" — (1 — t)~", tr<* — e-iTail — t)-", t~" — it — 1)-°.

When r—*0 clearly the integral of Fiz) over Cr tends to zero; so does

that over the large semicircle, since 0<a<l and |*|_a— 11—1\~"

= Oi\t\-a~1) as |/|-»oo. Hence

(I>/,")^T-('"-l'-"-)i'

-— («*«• \t\-°- \t-l \-")dt,
0 I — ?

/' 1      I  I  — tlo
- (| < |— - e~"a \t-l \~")dt = 0.

£       t — £

The difference D between the expression on the left of (2.1) (i) and

that in (4.1) is

- (1 - e"a)  I    H - t)c'-'Ltradt
J o

+ (e-'v« - 1)  I    it- Q*~Kl ~ t)-"di = D.

Since the value of each of the two integrals is x/sin tra, the equation

(4.1) reduces to (2.1)(i) provided that 0<£<1.

To deal with the case £>1 or £<0 we proceed as before, but ar-

range the critical points on the real axis in the order 0, 1, £ or £, 0, 1,

respectively. The differences corresponding to D turn out to be van-

ishing identically. Thus (2.1) (i) is true. In a very similar way (2.1)

(ii) is proved; the difference D for 0<£<1, analogous to the above

D, is
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(1 + e"a)  I    (£ - t)a-H-"dt
J o

+ (1 + e~iTa) \   (t~ k)a'\l - t)~adt = 2x cot ^Tra.

5. Combinations of the operators. Let Ua, Up be any two of the

operators W±, H, K, &; let a>0, /3>0, a+/3<l/p and write C for

1/sin (a+p), IF for Wa+», W~ for TF"+S. We have

Theorem 2. ylwy two o/ the operations are permutable, and their

combination is an operation U or a linear combination o/ two o/ them;

I.    WaWg/ =W/= WfiWaf;    W~Wrf = W~f = WjW'f;

II.     W„Wp = C{sinxaIF + simr/JIF-} = WjWa;

III. HJVf, = C{cos7r(Ja + ff)W - cos \vaW~}  = WpH*;

HaWff = C{cos §7raIF - cos x(§a + 0)W~] = WjHa;

IV. KaW$ = C{cot |xa sin x(§a + ff)W + cos §™IF~} = WfKa;

KaWj = C{sin \tcclW + cot \t<* sin x(|a + ff)W~} = WpKa;

1
V.       HaHf, =-(IF + IF )

2 cos |x(a + 0)

= - tan %ir(a + ff)Ka+f) = H^Ha;

VI. ^a-fiTp = tan %ir(a + ff cot \-n-a cot iir0Ka+ff = K^Ka;

VII. #„#„ = cot i-rPHa+f, = ^#„.

The results on Hilbert transforms §/ are obtained by taking the limit

a-+0 formally in III, V, VII.

Apparently #„/—>§/ as a—>0, cf. (1.3), (1.4); but only formally.

The strict proof, however, of the relations gained for W^^>, H^, K$$j>

from the theorem is not difficult, yet that for &Wp , $i?H$, 5}K$ is

hard and is too long to be inserted here; approximation by entire

functions is employed. While I and II are shown by means of Fubini's

rule, the other results are reduced to them by (2.5), (2.6), (3.2), (3.4)

and their inverses. The details of the proofs are left to the reader.

Added in proof (February 20, 1967). Recently Hey wood [3] pub-

lished the following remarkable results. If 0<a<l/p< °°,/E£p and

Haf = g, H-ag exists p.p. as a principal value and/= —iJ_„g; so that

H_aHaf= —f p.p., a striking analogy to the equation §§/= —/. His

inversion formula and (3.1)(i) are closely related. For it is easy to

show that {H^at(t)}(x)= {2T(l-a)sinlira}-1(\x\-a-\ l-x|-°). By
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the functional equation (2.3)(ii) in [4] and by (2.2)(i) we can obtain

(3.1)(i) from Heywood's results.
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